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New Advanced Video Slide Editor Makes Content Creation and Contribution Effortless
Remote Users Can Connect and Create Effective Video Slides with Professional Graphics Tools
Holt, MI. — September 13, 2010 — LEIGHTRONIX UltraNEXUS™ and UltraNEXUS-SDI™ video servers are now
equipped with an Advanced Slide Editor, as part of the product’s WebNEXUS™ Web-based interface. The allnew interface for creating digital video messaging slides offers powerful new tools for fast and easy online slide
creation and is equipped with many of the features of a professional graphics application.
The new slide creation interface replaces the previous online slide creation interface adding powerful features
including support for multiple, independent layers, standard and custom shape tools, an enhanced text editor,
and image adjustments options (hue, saturation and brightness/contrast). Tools include blur, sharpen, glow, bevel,
shadow, gradients, rotation, along with many more. Images are easily imported from files or may be captured onthe-fly with an external device such as a Web camera.
The Advanced Slide Editor will optimize a user’s ability to create dynamic, meaningful slides quickly by offering a
library packed with easily searchable preloaded and ready-to-use backgrounds and templates, organized within
32 user slide show folders. The new slide creator will have the same convenient slide management capabilities
as the previous version of slide creation included in the UltraNEXUS, allowing users to publish a digital message
immediately or prepare slides in advance and limit their display by date, time of day, and/or particular day(s) of the
week.
The new Advanced Slide Editor is just one of the many standard features, provided free of cost with UltraNEXUS
and UltraNEXUS-SDI digital broadcast servers. This new feature can be enabled for current users with a free
firmware upgrade.
The UltraNEXUS and UltraNEXUS-SDI provides users with everything they need to easily run a professional
broadcast, local cable, or in-house communication network without the use of additional, external hardware. The
servers ability to record, broadcast, and stream content provides a truly innovative workflow through automation
and remote access technology.
About LEIGHTRONIX, INC.
LEIGHTRONIX is recognized as an industry leader in specialty video equipment design and manufacturing, including
digital video solutions, television automation, streaming video-on-demand, and remote equipment control. A model of
stability and longevity in the quickly evolving professional video market, LEIGHTRONIX continues to set standards in
product value and versatility that exceed customer expectations in both product performance and support. Exceptional
product reliability, a standard 5-year warranty, and cost-free technical support have made LEIGHTRONIX one of the
most trusted names in the industry. For more information, visit www.leightronix.com.
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